LOWCVP NEWS
28 September 2018
Government announces £2.5m funding for the LowCVP’s emissionscutting retrofit scheme
The Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership (LowCVP) welcomes today’s announcement that up to £2.5
million Government funding is being made available to increase the range of vehicle retrofit
technologies capable of cutting emissions from larger road vehicles already in use and enable them
to meet Clean Air Zone and ULEZ requirements.
The funding will support vital testing of new technologies for the ground-breaking Clean Vehicle
Retrofit Accreditation Scheme (CVRAS) which has been developed by the Low Carbon Vehicle
Partnership and is administered by Energy Saving Trust.
Commercial vehicles (vans trucks and buses) are responsible for 38%1of total carbon dioxide
emissions and over 50%2 of the nitrogen oxides (NOx) emitted by road transport, so tackling
pollutants from the current fleet to improve air quality and health is vital.
Thanks to the LowCVP’s acclaimed ‘Low Emission Bus Accreditation Scheme’ the UK already has the
largest low emission bus fleet in Europe. Coach and refuse collection vehicle applications are also
being approved now, but the large truck fleet has largely been overlooked – until now. These new
funds will help make it possible to develop and test a range of new solutions for operators needing
cost-effective retrofit options for other large vehicles.
This funding is a part of the Government’s wider plans to dramatically improve air quality and tackle
climate change. Local councils can already bid for support from the £220 million Clean Air Fund to
help fund retrofitting of vehicles with technologies accredited through the CVRAS.
LowCVP’s Managing Director, Andy Eastlake, said: “We need a multi-faceted approach to tackling
air pollution. This initiative is an important step to help clean more of the current fleet, whilst we
wait for the penetration of ULEVs to increase. Retrofit is a key element of the overall package and
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will enable innovative solutions to be brought forward which can make a real difference to air
quality in the short and medium term.”
Energy Saving Trust’s Programme Manager for Freight and Clean Vehicle Retrofit, Colin Smith, said:
“Tackling air pollution in our towns and cities will benefit everyone, including fleet operators. We
can’t wait for normal fleet replacement cycles to improve fleet emissions – there is an issue with air
quality now.
“One option for reducing emissions is to retrofit existing fleet vehicles. However, we need to
ensure retrofit systems achieve the required emissions reduction and this means approval tests for
which there is an associated cost. This fund will help remove this key barrier and get more retrofit
systems approved across a wider range of vehicles, enabling more vehicles to be retrofitted,
thereby reducing the transport emissions that cause air quality issues in our towns and cities.”
For more information on how to apply for the CVRAS Testing Fund visit (Go to ‘Current
Opportunities): https://defra.bravosolution.co.uk/web/login.html

NOTES TO EDITORS
Details of accredited companies and technologies are available on the Energy Saving Trust website at
www.energysavingtrust.org.uk/transport/clean-vehicle-retrofit-accreditation-scheme-cvras
Details of £220m Clean Air Fund: www.gov.uk/government/consultations/air-quality-additional-measuresto-support-individuals-and-businesses-affected-by-local-no2-plans
Images of retrofit systems are available to download: (1) Eminox retrofit system (hi-res) – Download link (2)
Bus retrofit system testing, Millbrook (lo-res) – Download link (3) Coach retrofit system testing, Millbrook (lores) – Download link
The LowCVP (www.lowcvp.org.uk), which was established in 2003, is a public-private partnership that exists
to accelerate a sustainable shift to lower carbon vehicles and fuels and create opportunities for UK
businesses. Nearly 200 organisations are engaged from diverse backgrounds, including automotive and fuel
supply chains, government, vehicle users, academics, environment groups and others.
Energy Saving Trust (www.energysavingtrust.org.uk) is an organisation providing evidence-based advice and
ground-breaking research that helps people save energy, every day. Trusted by consumers, businesses and
organisations for our expertise and independence, our goal is to find new and better ways to drive change
and reduce energy and fuel consumption.
Follow the LowCVP on Twitter: @theLowCVP
For further information, please contact:
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